Abstract. We give a short summary of our recent works on the classical integrable structure of two-dimensional non-linear sigma models defined on squashed three-dimensional spheres. There are two descriptions to describe the classical dynamics, 1) the rational description and 2) the trigonometric description. It is possible to construct two different types of Lax pairs depending on the descriptions, and the classical integrability is shown by computing classical r/s-matrices satisfying the extended Yang-Baxter equation in both descriptions. In the former the system is described as an integrable system of rational type. On the other hand, in the latter it is described as trigonometric type. There exists a non-local map between the two descriptions and those are equivalent. This is a non-local generalization of the left-right duality in principal chiral models.
Introduction
The notion of integrability is of significance in theoretical and mathematical physics. In integrable quantum field theories it may be possible to prove strong-weak dualities, though it is quite difficult to prove it in general. It is well recognized that integrability plays an important role toward the proof of AdS/CFT [1] after the recent progress (For a comprehensive overview see [2] ). The symmetric coset structure of AdS spaces and spheres is a key ingredient [3] . The classification of symmetric cosets, which are potentially applicable in the context of AdS/CFT, has also been performed in [4] .
It is quite natural to consider integrable deformations of AdS spaces and spheres to figure out a larger integrable structure behind the gauge/gravity (string) correspondence. One of the most investigated examples is the Lunin-Maldacena background [5] and its gauge-theory counter part [6, 7] . Then the Lax pair for strings on this background is discussed [8] . Motivated by this work, we will consider another kind of integrable deformation of spheres, squashed spheres.
We focus upon the classical integrable structure of two-dimensional non-linear sigma models defined on three-dimensional squashed spheres. Since the squashed spheres are described as non-symmetric cosets, the integrability is not so obvious in comparison to the symmetric case such as principal chiral models and O(N ) non-linear sigma models [9] .
In this short summary we will summarize the results on the classical integrable structure of two-dimensional non-linear sigma models defined on squashed three-dimensional spheres, especially focusing on [10] . There are two descriptions to describe the classical dynamics, 1) the rational description and 2) the trigonometric description. It is possible to construct two different types of Lax pairs depending on the descriptions, and the classical integrability is shown by computing classical r/s-matrices satisfying the extended Yang-Baxter equation in both descriptions. In the former the system is described as an integrable system of rational type. On the other hand, in the latter it is described as trigonometric type. There exists a non-local map between the two descriptions and those are equivalent. This is a non-local generalization of the left-right duality in principal chiral models. A similar analysis here is applicable to non-linear sigma models defined on three-dimensional Schrödinger spacetimes [11] .
The content is the following. In section 2 we introduce three-dimensional squashed spheres and the classical action of two-dimensional sigma models defined on three-dimensional squashed spheres. In section 3 we explain the rational description based on SU (2) L to describe the classical dynamics. A Lax pair is constructed with an improved SU (2) L current. The r/smatrix algebra is computed and the classical integrability is shown as a rational model. In section 4 the classical integrability is discussed in the trigonometric description based on U (1) R . The r/s-matrix algebra implies that the system is described as a trigonometric model. There is a non-local map between the two descriptions and so they are equivalent. Section 5 is devoted to conclusion and discussion.
Setup
Three-dimensional squashed spheres are described as one-parameter deformations of round sphere S 3 and the metric is given by
The constant C is a deformation parameter. For C = 0, the metric (1) is reduced to that of round S 3 with radius L. For C = −1, the squashed spheres shrink to round S 2 with radius L/2.
It is convenient to rewrite the metric (1) in terms of an SU (2) group element represented by
where T a (a = 1, 2, 3) are the generators of SU (2) and satisfy the following relations,
and ε ab c is the totally antisymmetric tensor normalized ε 123 = +1. The group indices are raised and lowered by using the Killing two-form δ ab .
By using the left-invariant one-form
the metric (1) can be rewritten as
The SU (2) L transformation is just the left action and U (1) R transformation is the right action generated by
The infinitesimal forms are
Let us consider two-dimensional non-linear sigma models defined on squashed spheres with the metric (3). These sigma models are called "squashed sigma models" as an abbreviation. The classical action is given by
The coordinates and metric of base space are x µ = (t, x) and η µν = diag(−1, +1) . Suppose that the value of C is restricted to C > −1 so that the sign of kinetic term is not flipped. The action (6) is invariant under (5) . Note that the Virasoro conditions and periodic boundary conditions are not imposed here, although we are potentially interested in applications to string theory. Instead, we impose the boundary condition that the group variable g(x) approaches very rapidly a constant element as it goes to spatial infinities like
Thus the left invariant one-form J µ (x) vanishes as it approaches spatial infinities. The equations of motion are
Multiplying T a and taking the trace, we obtain the T a component of (8) . The T 3 component is nothing but the conservation law of the U (1) R current,
The T ± components are
where T ± are defined as
The equations of motion (8) are equivalent to a set of (9) and (10) . Note that the equations of motion (8) are equivalent to the conservation law of the SU (2) L current,
Hereafter we will see that there are the two descriptions to describe the classical dynamics, 1) the rational description based on SU (2) L and 2) the trigonometric one based on U (1) R . In each of the descriptions, it is possible to construct a different Lax pair which leads to the identical equations of motion (8).
Rational description
Let us consider a description based on SU (2) L . By taking account of the ambiguity of the Noether current, the SU (2) L conserved current is generally written as
where f is an arbitrary function and the antisymmetric tensor ǫ µν on the world-sheet is normalized ǫ tx = +1 . The first two terms are obtained by the standard procedure. The last term is a topological term and it can be taken freely under the boundary condition (7). When f is taken as
the SU (2) L current j L µ is improved so as to satisfy the flatness condition [12] :
The current improvement leads to a deformed current algebra given by
where j L,a µ ≡ −2Tr(T a j L µ ) . The last bracket does not vanish due to the improvement. Then, by using the flat SU (2) L current with (14) , a Lax pair is constructed as
where the λ is a spectral parameter. The commutation relation
leads to the equations of motion (8) and the flatness condition (15) . With the Lax pair (16), the monodromy matrix U L (λ) is defined as
The symbol P means the path ordering. Since the Lax pair can be regarded as a flat connection, the monodromy matrix
Thus expanding it around a fixed value of λ can generate an infinite number of conserved charges. The expression of the charges depends on the expansion point around which the monodromy matrix has been expanded. The expansion around λ = ∞ leads to an infinite number of the non-local charges constructed in [12] . When it is expanded around λ = ±1 , an infinite number of commuting local charges (in involution) which ensure the classical integrability in the sense of Liouville.
x (y; µ)
With the tensor product notation, it can be rewritten as
Here classical r-matrix r L (λ, µ) and s-matrix s L (λ, µ) are defined as 1
The r/s-matrices are of rational type and satisfy the extended classical Yang-Baxter equation, (r + s)
where the subscripts denote the vector spaces on which the r/s-matrices act. Thus the classical integrability has been shown in the rational description.
Trigonometric description
It is a turn to consider the classical integrability in the trigonometric description based on U (1) R . The U (1) R symmetry is realized as the isometry of the target space and so the corresponding current is obtained by the Noether procedure as
The normalization is taken for later convenience. The SU (2) R symmetry of round S 3 is broken due to the squashing. However it is still possible to find out non-local conserved currents for the broken components,
Here γ is related to the squashing parameter C like
The scalar field χ(x) is defined as
where ǫ(x − y) is the sign function
Thus χ is non-local and so the currents in (23) are also non-local. Note that the boundary condition (7) ensures the convergence of the above integral for an arbitrary value of x and the following relation is useful,
To show the conservation of (23) directly, it is necessary to use the relations (10) and (27).
As a matter of course, the Noether charge
generates the right multiplication of T 3 ,
Similarly, non-local charges
generate non-local transformations
Here new non-local fields have been introduced
Note that ξ ± are well defined under the boundary conditions (7) like χ . For C = 0, the non-local transformations (31) reduce to the right multiplication of T ± of SU (2) R . One can directly check that the action (6) is invariant under the non-local transformations (31). It is necessary to use the equations of motion (8) to show the invariance and hence the non-local transformations generate "on-shell" symmetries.
The Poisson brackets of j R,± t and j
By using
the classical Poisson brackets of the charges are evaluated as
Here a constant parameter
has been introduced and Q R,± are rescaled as
The algebra (33) is nothing but a q-deformation of the SU (2) R Lie algebra [15, 16] . The normalization of (22) is fixed so that the expression of the second commutator in (33) is obtained. Then let us consider the following Lax pair, which is given in [17] ,
Here λ is a spectral parameter and w a (λ) are defined as
By definition, α can take a complex value, while C must be real. Therefore α should be real or purely imaginary. For α = iβ (β: real) , C = tan 2 β . Then the range of C is naturally restricted to the physical region C ≥ −1 . By scaling λ as λ = αλ and taking the α → 0 limit in (36), the Lax pair of rational type for SU (2) R is reproduced. The commutation relation
leads to the equations of motion (8) with the help of the flatness of J = g −1 dg . Then the monodromy matrix is constructed with (36) as
and it is conserved,
The Poisson brackets of the L R,a x (x; λ) are evaluated as
Here f (λ − µ), g(λ − µ), and h(λ) are defined as:
With the tensor product notation, it can be rewritten as follows:
Here the classical r-matrix r L (λ, µ) and s-matrix s L (λ, µ) are given by
The r/s-matrices are of trigonometric type. It is easy to show the extended classical Yang-Baxter equation is satisfied, (r + s)
where the subscripts denote the vector spaces on which the r/s-matrices act. Finally let us comment on the equivalence between the two descriptions. The two Lax pairs in both descriptions lead to the identical equations of motion (8) and thus the two descriptions are equivalent as in principal chiral models. Reflecting this fact, there is a simple map between the flat SU (2) L current j L µ and non-local, q-deformed SU (2) R current j R µ .
The current circumstance is quite similar to the Seiberg-Witten map [18] . The topological term in the left SU (2) current j L µ may be regarded as a constant two-form flux and the existence of q-deformed SU (2) R symmetry implies a "quantum space" such as a noncommutative space.
Conclusion and Discussion
In this short summary we have considered the classical integrable structure of non-linear sigma models on three-dimensional squashed spheres. The classical integrability has been shown in the two descriptions, 1) the rational description and 2) the trigonometric one.
The rational description is related to the SU (2) L symmetry. The improved SU (2) L conserved current contains a topological term so that it satisfies the flatness condition. Then the Lax pair is constructed with the improved current. It leads to the rational r/s-matrices satisfying the extended classical Yang-Baxter equation.
On the other hand, the trigonometric description is related to the U (1) R symmetry. It is enhanced to q-deformed SU (2) R as a non-local symmetry. The Lax pair in this description leads to the trigonometric r/s-matrices. Thus the squashed sigma models can be described both in the rational description and trigonometric description. One may call this feature "hybrid classical integrability". The two descriptions are equivalent due to the presence of non-local map.
As discussed in [12] , the SU (2) L symmetry is enhanced to Yangian symmetry. The charges are obtained from the monodromy matrix in the rational description, U L (λ). Similarly, the q-deformed SU (2) R symmetry is enhanced to a quantum affine algebra [19] . The charges are also constructed by expanding U R (λ). It would be interesting to consider an affine extension of q-deformed Poincare symmetry in Schrödinger sigma models [11] .
Our analysis here is applicable to squashed Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten models. In fact, it is shown that the SU (2) L symmetry is enhanced to the Yangian symmetry [20] even in the presence of Wess-Zumino term. Thus one may expect that the classical dynamics is described as a rational model in the description based on SU (2) L . It is a future problem to study the classical integrability in the description based on U (1) R .
Another issue is to construct the Bethe ansatz based on the integrable structure discussed here. The resulting Bethe equations should be a composite of XXX and XXZ models for the left and right. In fact, quantum solutions are already known [21] [22] [23] , though the classical integrable structure we revealed here has not been discussed there. It would be interesting to consider them in the context of AdS/CFT.
